British Consul Speaks Tonight On Socialism

The Rice Board of Regents will sponsor an address by "British Consul Speaks Tonight On Socialism." The event will be held in the Main Building at 7:30 p.m.

Institute Has One of Few Gage Labs

By Dr. John Waynes
Just a few years back when the demand for the entire nation was being fulfilled for total war production it became apparent that many pages used in these industries must be standardized.

But if pages used in the West coast in match with other parts that were manufactured in Detroit, all these pages had to maintain those standards. At the outset of this project there were only a few pieces of this equipment. A recent survey was made in number of years ago. Now there are over 100 of these gages to be set up in its prescribed pattern. The question on the Rice campus was not for the third cheerleader, but for the student association. Jimmy Meyer, with 134 votes for the student association, was declared ineligible on account of holding a full page poll.

Openings Listed by Forum Committee

When the Forum committee announced today that all students who wish to be included in the Forum's roll call may do so, the number of students who wish to be included in the Forum's roll call may do so, the number of students who wish to be included in the Forum's roll call may do so.

American Foundation, located at 4505 Washington, has been selected for the Board of Trustees to hold the forum.

Forum Political Rallies Only Slight Success

By James Randall

Do the students support the Forum's motion or defeat the proposals? The answer is yes. The student association is to meet to take up the forum's proposals.

Extra: Extra! Only a few tickets are left!

The question on the Rice campus was not for the third cheerleader, but for the student association. Jimmy Meyer, with 134 votes for the student association, was declared ineligible on account of holding a full page poll.

Free Tickets Available For Friday Night's Event

By Robert Jones

The Student Weekly Publication will offer free tickets to the Friday night's event. The event will be held in the Main Building at 7:30 p.m.

More Vote Than Any Time Since Ballots '41

991 Votes Cast 31 of Establishing All Time Vote Record

This is the third time that the student association has voted on this issue. The last time was in 1947. The student association has established a new record by casting 991 votes.

Floralea" Answer to "April Showers"

"Floralea" answers "April Showers" with its own unique presentation. The event will be held in the Main Building at 7:30 p.m.

Special Council Meeting Set For Friday Noon

Trouble Seen When Council Learns of Few Incapable Candidates

By Alfred Williamson

The Student Council will meet on Friday noon to discuss the issue of having few capable candidates. The event will be held in the Main Building at 7:30 p.m.

Ineligible Candidates

More student and faculty members have been ruled ineligible for the student council. The event will be held in the Main Building at 7:30 p.m.
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Every Vote a Necessary Vote

981 students expressed their opinions Monday.

More than 1943 has made a record vote been made. The
crowded tables were the direct result of long and tedious work
on the part of the students, the student council, \**THRESHER** and various other student groups to raise campus
polls to a higher level than ever before.

Quintin, however, too much cannot be said by way of commen-
ting the faculty who almost without exception responded to a
better campaign from the student council asking that they
turn out classes ten minutes earlier than usual. This was
arranged so that the students would have sufficient time to go to
the polls. This more physical fact probably contributed more
directly to the voting rates than any other one action.

One bad note which entered into the elections was the con-
tinued practice of no-voting. This is in part due to the obscure
nature of college life. The fact that student government are
host schools when A & M would play away games, he urged
the hoodlumistic elements on his campus.

In the editorial columns of The Battalion he waged a campaign against
the multiple offices, like student council representatives, where
the students responded to his

More Prepared

The nil-school rally fared better,

- David R. Deason
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Most Sportsman Like School To Receive Trophy and Plaque

"The Battalion," Texas A & M student newspaper, and Jimmie Nelson, co-editor, have arranged for the most novel and meritorious plan yet presented in Southwest conference history. Each year, known as the "Southwestern Conference Sportsmanship Award," foresaw schools whose student body and athletic teams display the best sportsmanship in conference play and observe the greatest number of scholarships and other academic activities. Presented at Rice

The award will be presented for the first time this year at the Southwest conference track meet at Rice on May 15.

The winning school will receive a trophy, to be rotated each year, and a plaque which will become the permanent property of the college.

Representatives from each of the seven conference colleges, a group composed of 16 conference athletic officials and the executive secretary of the conference, are now joining to help select the most sportsmanlike school.

The Rice group, like its counterpart in the other colleges, is composed of Bill Davis, head basketball, and C. P. Council, varsity coach for student athletes; J. E. N. Culp, director of Wilshire Research Jr., executive secretary of the Alamo Student Association; and R. F. Flagg, editor of the Thresher.

Each person polled selects three colleges, and a vote is rendered to determine the most sportsmanlike school.

MORE VOTE — (Continued from Page 1)

The manner of choosing was for Bonner, coach of Arkansas, to select three conference colleges, then the three colleges selected by each of the seven coaches were divided.

The one receiving the three votes of the seven coaches is the school to receive the trophy.

Each person polled selects three colleges, and the three schools receiving the three votes of the seven coaches are divided.

The one receiving the three votes of the seven coaches is the school to receive the plaque.

The award will be presented for the first time this year at the Southwestern Conference track meet at Rice, where the award was presented.
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In view of the election committee's rule that in case of violations those candidates would be disqualified, the motion was approved unanimously.

J. R. Porter then made a motion to conclude the meeting. The motion followed to approve all resolutions on the agenda. The meeting adjourned.